
This session we will be:
▪ Our learning from remote learning
▪ Google Earth Projects
▪ School trips
▪ Interventions
▪ 1:1 devices in the classroom
▪ Learning by Questions

Ben Haigh & Tim Harrington will navigate us through the session.
#ShareAndLearnFromEachOther

Presentations will be available: 
https://www.the-partnership.org.uk/school-improvement/teach-meets-primary

https://www.the-partnership.org.uk/school-improvement/teach-meets-primary
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Supporting the children to 
reflect on their experiences 

of remote learning

Mental Health and 
Wellbeing: ‘the 
whole child’

Dig deeper into 
their remote 
learning



Pupil voice: message to 
your teacher – what 
helps you to learn?

Digging deeper: supporting 
the children to reflect on 
themselves as learners and 
now remote learners.

Taking 
ownership of 
your learning: 
what could you 
do?



What our remote learners shared with us:
They enjoyed: working at their own pace; choice 
over how to present their work; becoming more 
independent; new found tech. skills; 
communicating online via Class Dojo; snacks –
how hard it is to work when they’re hungry!

What we learnt:
How important it is to listen
Children need the vocabulary to be able to 
express their emotions and to reflect
Talking and sharing ideas is so important – oracy!
Need adults who can support them to dig deeper.

What can you do now that you couldn’t do before?
What have you learnt about yourself as a learner?

Bring what we’ve learnt 
from remote learning 
back into school

What helps you to learn?
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Scaffolding, scaffolding, scaffolding!

• Children needed extra scaffolding.  

• Core subjects were modelled, and examples were recorded to ensured we 

over scaffolded for all children to understand and join in. 

• As a result of this, we now have bought this concept (over scaffolding) into 

the classroom. 



Scaffolding, scaffolding, scaffolding!

• As we were unsure of what the children were able to fully retain or learn 

securely online, we have been approaching all core subjects with the mindset 

that the children were being introduced to it from the start.  

• This was particularly useful when teaching areas of Maths such as fractions 

and division. Bridge learning gaps for all children.

• The children needed extra modelling and scaffolding at the start of a new 

unit of work. This helped children within all attainment levels. 



• We have been encouraging all children to approach each lesson with a growth mindset.

• We provide the children with exemplars of work.  In English, we provide the children with pieces 

of work to show them the end outcome prior to starting a unit, we discuss the ‘good’ and ‘not 

so good’ aspects of each piece of work.  This in turn allows the children to unpick the ‘good’ 

features of the written piece of work and begin to identify why a piece of writing needs certain 

elements.  The children have started to include the ‘good’ elements in their written work. 



• In Maths, we are still ‘over scaffolding’ our examples in the introduction to the lesson to ensure 

all children are adapting to the strategies taught. In the plenary, we ask the children to teach the 

strategy they have learnt to their partner and explain each step to ensure they have understood 

the main concept of the lesson.

• In Science, we have provided the children with many ‘hands on’ practical opportunities as they 

were lacking these with remote learning.  

• Within all subjects, we provide the children with interactive starters or plenaries (quiz) to 

ensure they have grasped the learning intention.  



Moving forward…

We will be introducing the ‘Rule Book’ 

The children will be given an exercise book to record any 

‘rules’ (or explanations) they feel they need to remember in 

English and Maths.  The purpose of this is to enable the 

children to log and record what they have learnt or found 

challenging and refer to it when needed in a later piece of 

work.  
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Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly
Year 5 St Saviours

What am I doing?

• What is your Topic focus?
• Are you focusing on another country in a different subject?
• Are you unable to visit a museum as an entry or exit point?
• Do you want to make your lesson more interactive?
• Is it impossible to visit another country? Eg: Ancient Egypt

“Explore a landmark from the comfort of your own home”



Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly- Year 5 St Saviours

How am I doing it?

• Using the latest Google Earth technology
• Choose the country, landmark or area of interest
• Creating a ‘New project’

Instructions:
1. On your computer, open Google Earth.
2. To the left, click Projects .
3. Click New project.
4. Click Create KML File. Add to project.
5. Select "Add placemark," "Draw line or shape," or "Fullscreen slide."



Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly- Year 5 St Saviours

What is a Google Earth project?

You can create customized maps and stories about places around the world. Mark spots you care about, and add 
text, photos, and videos to complete your stories. You can also share your maps and stories with others to 
collaborate.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KtwMRedAbc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KtwMRedAbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KtwMRedAbc


Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly- Year 5 St Saviours

What was our Google Earth project?

As an entry point to introduce our new topic remotely. 

To encourage them to ask questions about their new topic (What they want to know)
To introduce Ancient Egypt in more detail
To outline the key areas on interest for the new topic

“Explore a Ancient Egypt from the comfort of your own home”

YEAR 5 ANCIENT EGYPT RIVER NILE PROJECT

https://earth.google.com/web/@26.1952141,32.00456125,67.74562443a,1474484.36236636d,30y,0h,0t,0r/data=MicKJQojCiExNW5raDg1R3hYMFgwZGFQbDNKbnIxNGRmQ21yNlRhM206AwoBMQ?authuser=1
https://earth.google.com/web/@23.55979235,32.15770735,423.35312911a,4364128.80754773d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=ClEaTxJJCiUweDE0NWFiM2E4NDZhYzQ1YWQ6MHg2MjNiMzMyNGZjMzRhYjIyGZFfP8QG-TdAIWDM8WX9b0BAKg5UaGUgUml2ZXIgTmlsZRgCIAEyJwolCiMKITE1bmtoODVHeFgwWDBkYVBsM0pucjE0ZGZDbXI2VGEzbToDCgEx?authuser=1


Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly- Year 5 St Saviours

What is the impact?

Helps to conceptualise, visualise and explore a new area of interest.
It is particularly useful to ‘visit’ areas that are abroad or further away as they would only be 
able to visit these if they travelled their on a holiday. 

Children’s feedback:
Child A, “I can’t believe that the Pyramids look like that in real life! I am going to show my brother at home.”
Child B, “I loved being able to see Kind Tut’s tomb up close and the people queuing to visit.”
Child C, “The Great Pyramid of Giza is so much bigger than I thought.”
Child D, “I felt like I was there when I clicked the person button.”
Child E, “ I managed to walk all around the Great Sphinx of Giza and I liked the information about it.”
Child F, “I could see a camel when I was at the Pyramid!”
Child G, “It was a fantastic experience to try to understand the length of the River Nile and what we have 
been learning about in our Ancient Egyptian topic.”
Child H, “I would like to learn how to make my own Google Project in our next topic.”



Google Earth projects 
Sarah Dooley and Rosie Daly- Year 5 St Saviours
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School trips during a pandemic....
Kerri Sellens, Lansbury Lawrence

In normal times....
• a trip for every class 

each half term 

connected to 

learning themes (six 

trips a year)

• Further enrichment 

opportunities 

through the arts and 

sport, with more trips 

timetabled

• Residentials for yr5 

and yr6 each year



School trips during a pandemic....
Kerri Sellens, Lansbury Lawrence

And now...
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Ben Haigh

Assistant headteacher (Phase 2)

Wellington Primary School
Email: b.haigh@wellington.towerhamlets.sch.uk

I want to go on a school trip!



Ben Haigh

Assistant headteacher (Phase 2)

Wellington Primary School

Email: b.haigh@wellington.towerhamlets.sch.uk

What?

A wealth of online and 

computer experience

No trips allowed!

Summer 

term



Ben Haigh

Assistant headteacher (Phase 2)

Wellington Primary School

Email: b.haigh@wellington.towerhamlets.sch.uk How?

RE PPA cover

in Year 6

The use of art in 

Islamic 

architecture

A laptop 

each



Ben Haigh

Assistant headteacher (Phase 2)

Wellington Primary School

Email: b.haigh@wellington.towerhamlets.sch.uk

Impact?
Engagement in RE 

resources that are not 

worksheets. They are 

interactive and interesting!

Watch out for sudden 

calls to prayer (audio)!

Observation skills 

applied (online) 

further to main 

teaching input.

A sense of ‘visiting’

somewhere new 

whilst social distancing 

measures around trips 

are still in place.

• Art galleries

• Zoos and farms

• Museums

• Historical 

buildings

• Google 

Maps/Earth 

(including time 

travel)

My mosque virtual tour 

recommendations

• Shah Jahan Mosque, 

Woking

• Sheikh Zayed Grand 

Mosque, Abu Dhabi
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Cynthia Ni Loingsigh (OLSJ)

What is it? How are we using it? Impact so far...

•Pre-recorded 
interventions for Numeracy 
for UKS2
•Follow CPA approach
•Small Steps
•Activities included to 
inform the teacher of 
progress

•To support with gaps in 
learning.
•Who needs help? 
•Who needs to consolidate 
concepts?
•Can be accessed by the 
child independently

•Engaged learners👍
•Improved ICT skills
•More confidence in using 
google classroom 
independently
•Closing the gaps
•Children can access other 
areas of the numeracy 
curriculum
•Assimilates classroom 
experience



Cynthia Ni Loingsigh (OLSJ)
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1:1 Devices in the Classroom
Google Classroom

What does 1:1 devices look like in the classroom?
What does Google Classroom look like across all subjects? @TechwithRhodri

@CubittICT



Literacy
Word banks

Split-Screen



Maths
Self-paced Learning

@TechwithRhodri
@CubittICT



@TechwithRhodri
@CubittICT

Reading
Texts if there are not enough copies in the classroom.
Using websites to support reading lessons 



Geography
Mapping Skills

@TechwithRhodri
@CubittICT



Wellbeing
Morning Check In



Wellbeing
Morning Check In

@TechwithRhodri
@CubittICT

What impact is Technology having on our students learning?



Rhodri Smith
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LBQ (Learning By Questions)
Classroom teaching & assessment tool

What it is:

Range of 
subjects 
offered for KS1 
& KS2

Chn connect 
using a code 
you give them

Active tasks (max. 
3) ready for child 
upon login

Bernie McNerney  Lansbury Lawrence



How it works:

Browse question sets 
(usually ~30):
- scaffolded with 
visuals
- increase in difficulty
- can be tailored & 
customised
-💫Maths / SPAG / 
Reading💫

Bernie McNerney  Lansbury Lawrence



How it works:

- Live view of student 
answers
- Ability to 
pause/resume for 
teaching points
- Instantly see who is 
struggling/excelling

- During or after 
lesson, see list of 
most challenging 
questions
- Address 
misconceptions 
straight away

Bernie McNerney  Lansbury Lawrence



Impact:

Feedback from teachers: 

Feedback from children: 

- Assessments can be 
carried out quickly 
and effectively

- Paperless!
- Class data is saved 

and be retrieved 
easily

- Question sets are 
purposeful and well-
prepared

• "I can easily teach the 
misconceptions using 
the data at the end of 
a lesson."

• "Useful tool for quick 
assessment"

• "One word: 
engaging!"

Bernie McNerney  Lansbury Lawrence



Websites suggestions shared during the session:

The British Museum (Google Arts & Culture)
https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/british-
museum/AwEp68JO4NECkQ?sv_h=182.66601491124203&sv_p=-8.256494247725925&sv_pid=WjB5K-
nsMXK_q9EffBwDoQ&sv_lid=3582009757710443819&sv_lng=-
0.1274337889263393&sv_lat=51.51988925226868&sv_z=1

The British Museum
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/galleries/egyptian-death-and-afterlife-mummies
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/galleries

Shah Jahan Mosque (Woking) - 360 tour
https://www.360virtualtour.co/portfolio/shah-jahan-mosque-360-virtual-tour/

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque tour (Abu Dhabi)
https://www.p4panorama.com/panos/Sheikh-Zayed-Grand-Mosque-AbuDhabi-UAE-360-degree-virtual-
reality-tour/

https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/british-museum/AwEp68JO4NECkQ?sv_h=182.66601491124203&sv_p=-8.256494247725925&sv_pid=WjB5K-nsMXK_q9EffBwDoQ&sv_lid=3582009757710443819&sv_lng=-0.1274337889263393&sv_lat=51.51988925226868&sv_z=1
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/galleries/egyptian-death-and-afterlife-mummies
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/galleries
https://www.360virtualtour.co/portfolio/shah-jahan-mosque-360-virtual-tour/
https://www.p4panorama.com/panos/Sheikh-Zayed-Grand-Mosque-AbuDhabi-UAE-360-degree-virtual-reality-tour/


Websites and links suggestions shared during the session:

Zoos
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams
https://www.edinburghzoo.org.uk/webcams/panda-cam/

Some art tours
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/360-video/grimshaw
https://courtauld.ac.uk/gallery/about/3d-gallery-virtual-tour
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtual-tours/google-virtual-tour
https://www.npg.org.uk/visit/360-gallery-views/

Well-being forms:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1stdVZPdMOXHfFTtnnEsHNDIM4nIQJYLiBvMjDV37GNs/edit#slid
e=id.p
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1s7VwJzLbT6-lCUiz0-v_OH9BJffKmzdKeIaCSNc2X5g/edit
You should be able to make a copy for your own school and fingers crossed it should work

https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams
https://www.edinburghzoo.org.uk/webcams/panda-cam/
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/360-video/grimshaw
https://courtauld.ac.uk/gallery/about/3d-gallery-virtual-tour
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtual-tours/google-virtual-tour
https://www.npg.org.uk/visit/360-gallery-views/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1stdVZPdMOXHfFTtnnEsHNDIM4nIQJYLiBvMjDV37GNs/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1s7VwJzLbT6-lCUiz0-v_OH9BJffKmzdKeIaCSNc2X5g/edit
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